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Alttoagh rjeh research has been devoted to the afffset of surftM condi- 

tions on the mechanical properties of metal single orj'stals, the question of 

sise offeot with end without esrfaoe film has been rather sparsely considered 

•flcparltannfJil Ty-    TK* Griffith srssk tS 

ing also sffsst in glass and,,-, before tho advent of dislocation theory, isas 

considered adequate in explaining also effoot in metals. The success of the 

dislocation theory in explaining, as-jng other phenomena, the low Tains of 

yield stress, as nonpareil with the theoretical strength, has displaced the 

Griffith oraok theory an applied to metals* 

Very good reviews of the effect of efface oonditlons on properties of 

netal crystals exist» aaong these the repeat "-Sysposinv on Properties of 

Metallic Surfaces" of the Institute of Metals'2' end the eeapilation by 

(3) 
Brown  should be noted. Of the research on sine effect in single crystals, 

perhaps cms of the earlieet was that of One**' who pulled single orystals of 

alum', nun of various slses. Later work by Naddln and Hibbard"' on alpha 

brass single orystals was incomplete since the orystals varied fron 13 an. 

to only 3 nan. on an edge. Despite the insufficient variation in cross-section, 
/x\ 

a small sise effect was noted. More recently, Maklflr ' extended single 

orystals of oadaiuB, both clean and oxidised, from 1.1 to 0.025 ami* diameter. 

Here a definite sise effect was noted both for the elean and for lae oxidised 

crystals. 

* Associate Professor of Zstallnrgy.. The Johns Hopkins foiwsrsitys Baltimore* 
Maryland, on leave 19& as Visiting Looturer in Metallurgy, The University 
of Birmingham, Birmingham, England. 

«* Research 4ssoolate, The Johns Hopkins University. 
*** Rmearoh Assistant» The Johns Hopkins University* 

W   References will be found at tho end of ths paper* 
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Since seeding techniques for growing crystal* have provided relatively 

easy methods for growing different else crystals with the seas orientation, 

it was considered desirable to investigate the effect of else and it* 

relation to the shear along glide planes. 

SXPgBIMSBTAL PROCSSuftg 

Large Specimens 

Aluminum, 99*991 per cent pure, supplied through the courtesy of the 

Aluminum Company of Aa&rioa -was converted into single crystals 12 Inohes 

long by i/L6 inch square up to 1Q/16 inch square in l/l6 Inch intervale having 

the same orientation. The sold consisted of a sectioned high-purity graphite 

rod in which there were allied tea square holes with a aqamjaj sin* at the 

bottom of the assembly. Molten aluminum at 870°G was poured Into the sold 

held at the saae temperature and cooled froa the bottoa by means of a cool- 

ing block. 

The rods were etched in Aqua Regie, out into six inch lengths and x-rayed 

to determine their orientation. Only those rritSs identical orlsatatloas were 

chosen for the tensile tests. The center three inch section of each specimen 

was mechanically polished through UOO emery* etched and homogenised for 2k 

hours at 600 C, Following the hoaogenisatlbn treatment, they were electro- 

lytiefflly polished (It2 HNO, - GEjOH solution) and finally chemically polished 

for 15 minutes in ALCOA R-5 bright dip. All dimensioning of oross-eeotione 

was made just prior to the last five minute bright dip. 

An edge of each of the speoiaens to be tested was fitted with a Baldwin 

SR-ij type A-8 atrain gage held with Ouoo cement) the speoiaens were pulled 

to a constant stress of 580 pel (bll g/ma ) in an Olsen Biastiwersal aaohine 

&v a strain rate cf 0,005 per sscc&d. 

Interrerometric measurements of shear were mad* on two adjacent sides 

of the specimens froa representative lnterf«?ograss3* Slip line counts were 
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made at r 300 and averaged from »t laaat three individual counts on 

adjacent faces on each specimen. 

Swill Specimena 

Because of the eaae with which smell diameter single eryeials of 

aluminum may be damaged, it use neoeeeary to use a special apparatus 

to determine the "yield*. A sketch of the apparatus Is sham in Fie, 1* 

The specimen was allowed to slide in a slotted bfikslite block. One end 

of the •naoimen wee polished down to a small diameter end soldered la 

plane inside a drllledVout soldering pencil, A sprint boc& elaaaed to 

the other end, *tes connected to a string froa which * cenneeted pan 

could he loaded with weights. The assembly was mounted on the stage 

of a B&croecope. action of the specimen wae aeaewwd with a calibrated 

eye piece* 

The email specimens were prepared by eleetrolyiioally polishing a 

l/L6 inch square single crystal down to the desired diameter (frea 90 

to iiOO microns), after which they were bright dipped from S> to 15 

minutes • The polishing caused the specimens to assnae a necked appear- 

ance as shown in Fig. 1. The minimum diameter of the neck was measured 

in two positions at right angles to tech other and the average weed to 

compute the cross sectional area. 

The use of necked specimens has sons disadvantages bet there wee 

no simple way to saoure a specimen of uniform cross sectional area la 

the range 10*1 to ID"2 ma? while still making nee of the 1/16 inch 

sonars ary*tsl whose orientation was the earns as that of the larger 

crystals. The friction of the apparatus could be determined after the 

specimen had fractured,, 



Results  

The series of large crystal* designated as ID? were extended at a constant 

strain rat* of 0*00$ par second to a constant stress of 560 psi (Jill go/a* )• 

The aeries of strass-atralc corves la shown in Fig.. 2. Since no sharp yield 

was noted for these crystals an arbitrary "yield" was defined as the proSec- 

tion of the linear section in the plastic region back to an intersection with 

the ordinate. In the ease of specimen «r 3A6 shioh was not extended well 

into the plastic region, the stresa-etrain nerve was extrapolated soaewhat. 

The uncertainty of the yield point for HP 3/L6 la consequently greater than 

for the other large specimens. If one Bakes the assumption that the slopes 

of the linear portions of the str wa-etrain curves is the plsstie region arc 

all about the same, then it is clear that the "yield stress" of IBP 3A6 is 

greater than that, of the other large specimens. The difference in the aa»n& 

of elongation as compared with the sise of the specimen is particularly 

interesting in that it agrees qualitatively with the earlier observations on 

alpha brass V*. 

For the small necked epecimena the stress is greatest at the neok and 

the strain consequently varies along the specimen axis. It is not possible 

to relate the extension observed at a given load to the strain at a certain 

position in the specimen without a detailed knowledge of the specimen shape 

and scss involved calculations. Therefore only load-extension data are 

plotted for these specimens, The linear portion of the load-extension ourvb 

is projected back to the ordinate and this load divided by the minimum arsa 

at the neck before loading is taken to be the "yield stress". Figs. h$  > and 

6 are the load-extension ourves for the snail specimens used. The uncertainty 

of "yield stress® for these small specimens is estimated to be £ 10* due to 

lack of precise knowledge of the cross asotional shape. 

\i 
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T&ble I gives tbs strain at "yisid" for the various specimens. 
i - 

TiSLB I 

SpeO.  NO* Straw* at "Yield* Basolved Stress 
. *> 

HP 1/2 205 98*5 U*8 

KP 5A6 282 136 55.6 

MPlA 322 155 33 
HP 3 A6 ItiOv 192 20,8 

MO-M 1600 ?37 0,16 

MJ-S 3300 Uti80 0.036 

w-* 3700 1660 0.026 

Pig. 7 is « plot of the log of the yield stress versos the log of the 

arose sectional area. Within the accuracy of the measurements, the "yield 

stress" is inversely proportional to the 1/3 power of the area. Initial 

orientations of the specimens extended are shown in Pig. 8. 

The number of slip bands was counted on adjacent faces opposite the 

strain g**a for the gage length of l/8n and also l/B" on either side of the 

gage length. The average from a ml nitron of three cotmts was recorded. The 

average shear height, a, was determined by interferometrie techniques and 

from this h, the contribution of the band to the elongation* *as calculated. 

The total elongation measured lnterf erometrioally is the product of the 

average number of slip bands by the average contribution of a slip band to 

the elongation. Table II ooapares the interferoaetriaally measured elonga- 

tion H JLi with the strain gage measured elongation AJtg fa? various sised 

specimens all pulled to constant a trees. 



Spec. No*  Avsrage No» of 
Slip Bands §mr 

1/8" 

3/16 57 

lA & 

$te 61 

1/2 - < 57 

Discussion 

•Qa 

TABUS n 
• 

- 

Avsrage 
Shesg Height 

»<A) 

b 
e 
A 

414 
0 
A A 

530 52lv 298O0 uloo 

5U0 530 25500 15000 

$20 $10 30900 35000 

U55 I»50 25&X) 38800 

The date in Table X seem to indicate that a else effect in yield strength 

exists* However, the data should be considered tentative for there are several 

effects whose importance has not as yet been ascertained that sight cause 

much of the effect to disappear. For the large specimens, strain was measured 

by means of a resistance type strain gage which was cemented to the crystal 

surface. (The gage has a paper base to which the resistance wire is bonded). 

The force necessary to extend the cemented strain gage will be a relatively 

larger fraction of the applied force for the smaller crystals. The cement 

might also act aS a tough skin whioh would interfere with the normal gliding 

action of the lamellae during deforssation. This would raise the yield strength 

as the fixed area of the gage would cover more of the surface area of the 

small crystals than of the large ones. 

Another question about the data obtained on the series of large orystals 

is the fast that only the two largest orystals showed the same modulus of 

elasticity (19 x 10° psi) and no speeisen showed the correct modulus. The 

two other crystals showed much lower modnlis 7 x 10° psi. for the lA* 

crystal and 5 x 10° psi for the 3A6" crystal. Sinoe the modulus of elasticity 

of aluminum varies only between to* limit* of 6.I1 x 10 and ?s7 x 10° g/an? 

(9.1 x 10° and 1.09 r. 10' psi) regardless of orientation according *o 

Barrett^', a serious systematic error in the experiment is indicated. 

There is no necessary relationship between the failure to get the correct 

,*.-- ''nit • .a-WSR****  n Zt~: ..  1*. . 
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nodulus of elasticity and the sis* effect of yield point, bat it would 

talnly bo in order to determine tbo cause of thie variation of tbe moduli. 

Possitly an error in tbo strain scale of Fig* 2 exists. 

aa awntioned above, the ON of nocked specimens was dictated by 

necessity. Tbo most serious defeat in using nocked specimens probably is 

the variation of cheering stress done the slip plane. If the slip plane). 

makes a very aonte angle -with tba atraes axla, tbe slip plane may have some 

regions of very low ebaaring stress and other regions with higo shearing 

stress. It la not clear bow the data from nooked speelsnwjs relates to the 

data from specimens with uniform oroes section. It is shown in Appendix Z 

that a parabolic relationship between stress and strain is only modified by 

a oonsiant factor when dealing with necked spool eons. However, the deriration 

applies only to the oase where differential volume elements can be considered 

to be tmeonaeoted by snob large scale weaknesses as slip planes* In other 

words, the derivation ucuid apply to a nooked polyorystalline epeolman bat 

not to a necked single crystal specimen. 

If the effects of the oemectea strain gage prove to be negligible, the 

siae effaot in yield strength is of somewhat surprising magnitude in view of 

the results of other investigators^ ' * '. Ma&ln studied the strength of 

oadmiue crystals from 1.1 ma disaster down to O.G20 as disaster, both with 

and without an oxide film. His results are shown in Tig. 7 and apparently 

the critical shear stress is independent of siae above 0.7 am diamater. 

Per the aluminum crystals reported here, there is a meaaurable increase in 

yield stress between the 5/Lo" square (8.3 ma) and tbe 1/2" square (12.8 mm) 

crystals. The critical shear stress for Makure smallest specimen (0.02$ am 

diameter) is only a factor of 3 or so times that of the largest specimens, 

while this data shows a factor of 18 fra« the smallest (0.16 em disaster 1 to 

the largeat (1/2" square). However, cadsdua has a hsxagonal close-packed 

— i  i • 
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storocture * 3hil* aluminum baa * fsos ontared ouhLs atruoture? and on* should 

net expect identic*! behavior £*m both metals. 

The tsiavoldable presence of an exile coating on every alnsissai speaisss 

lxassdlately raises tb* question of bow saoh of tha apparent siss affaei is 

attributable to ths oxide ;md hosr much to tha elusions* Aluudnue oxide has 

so enorsons oomnraoslTa strength (700 kg/em2) and, If its tonsils strong*© 

is at all of ths esxn ardor of magnitude, tha oxide sight *s ssssatsd to 

contribute considerable tensile strength to s asall specimen. That this is 

unlikely can be ahorat by a rcogh calculation. AlosLna* oxids has s modules 

of slastiolty of about Hi x 10* pel (10T gs/ss*)i and, if it has a high 

yield across in tension (say iO5 gm/sa2),, ths yield point mould not be reached 

until strains of ths ordsr of 10""2 or 1$. At strains of IO*"*1, however, ths 

spsoisan has already undergone extensive slip which w»«Ld wreak tha oxide 

fiis in sany places. 

The oxids film say have an important inflnsnoe by acting as * barrier 

to the movement of dislocations. In order to oanss a sis* effect in yield 

strength, soss neans could be postdated by rhioh sore tisl&oatioos are piled 

up at the oxide ooat&ng of a Isrse crystal than for a asall crystal for s 

given applied stress. Doubtlessly sany mechanisms can be devised to acnospllah 

this end* 0ns possibility is to assues that there is a constant density of 

unlocked dislocations in a crystal. Under an applied strews* these dlaloaa- 

tloas would son to the oxide barrier. Is a large crystal there would be a 

greater probability of getting a large number of dislocations piled up 

along one slip plane} and, sines the stress in front cf s dislocations is 

s tia»s ths applied stress; the large crystals sight be expected to yield 

at a lover applied a tress. Asoihar possibility of piling up sera disloca- 

tions at t? * surface of a crystal la td not« after sotv * ths length of 

-"•'S-ff,'. iw 
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•lip piano available for stewing dislocations la largar In a large speeinan 

tbasi in a «aall one, on the avaregt)« The formula of Bahelby, frank and 

Wab«wo* ' glvee tbs stress needed to pile up a dislocations against a 

barrier* The n dislocations will ba oonfined to a dlstasse I» along the 

slip plan*. 

rr<rk 
and jU« sbaar nodalus, b is the Burger's •swtwi4, k • msasrlaal constant 

near unity. 

for a given applied atresa, the ratio of n to L is eoaatant regardl&M 

of specimen else. Sines the dist-ancs L is sore llksly to be largo in a 

largo crystal, a given applied stress will pile -op sore dislocations against 

the oxide barrier in a large apeoleen on the average* Mott has ehoen*'' that 

the Iffigth L to hold 1000 dislocations In an alusdntsi single crystal for a 

typioal stress is 0,05 on wbioh Implies that a also effeot in yield strength 

is possible is the .1 as to 1 as range. This second meehanlsa would use a 

Frank-Head source to generate dislocations and nonld avoid the difficulties 

in the mslooked dislocation argueant in getting stiffioient nunbsre of dis- 

locations on one slip plane to fraction as a large atrees concentration 

factor* In vie* of the uncertainty of the data, farther speculation on the 

slss affect in yield strength serves little purpose* 

The data of Table II are difficult to understand, The too largest 

crystals show an lnterferometricAlly Measured elongation 4I4 vhiob ie less 

than £ lg, the elongation deduced froa the strain gage. This is reasoaable 

sines there is strong evidence to support the hypothesis of fine slip* '^ ' 

^\  i.e., slip below the lisit of resolution of the areltiple bean intar- 

feroisater and the electron microscope. (The lnterferonator used can detect 

differences in height of 100 1 or oore). The different aethode of snasuring 

elongation agrae within Vjl% fo* the 5A6" crystal and %$% for the 1/3* 

•e«u *«ssj» - •.- • trniB  1 r>~ 
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crystal. This is in qualitative accord with the roaulta of Wiladorf and 

KuhlsHHHWiederf »ho fowid 10* fine all]} at US strain*11'. 

Tor the two analler crystals, 1/V and 3A6*» the lntai*famwetflBallj 

Measured elongation is greater than the strain gaga aeasiflred elongation and 

the difference is not <u snail (10* approx.) effoot. For tha lA" crystal 

/Sl± i* 298<xAhlle Al, is alOO 1. For tha 3A6" crystal Alj *» 25500 1 

anile Al8 i« 15000 1. At present no explanation la offered for this result 

Tha experiment should be repeated wit& a typa of strain gage which oassas 

•noh leas interference* 

. 
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APPBHDTX I 

The usual practice In determining the atreee-etrain relationship with 

the toe of a* specimen of uniform orosa-aectional ere*, Aj/psaared too diffioclt 

to «pply to single crystals !n th* 100 to iiOQ micron diameter ranga* Tin 

easiest method of pertorslng the experinente appeared to bo ,tho on* outllaad 

in the text which use* necked specimens* The qtsestion lamadlataly arises M 

to the functional relationship bntsjaaa atreat owl »train (or laid and extension) 

for speoinene of varying oroee-eeotian aa ooaparad to that for a epeolmen of 

uniform cross-section. It can be aboan that for a linear atress-etrain relation- 

ship, tha load-extenaion curve of a apoelsss of -tar;.rlag erosa-eeotlon will 

also bo llnoar. If tho atreee««traln eurve haa a boriaontal portion than tha 

load-extension onrra of a apaolnan of non-urdfora orcas-eeotion will not ahow 

a, boriaontal segment tmless tba av^oimm haa an approeiabla length of oonatant 

cross-section. Tba stress-strain curves of tba snail aluminum crystals anew 

a parabolio ral&tionablp batwaan striae and strains, i.e. stress Is porportional 

to too square root of tho strain* Aa shown below, tba assumption of a para- 

bolio relationship betseen stress and strain produces a parabolio relationship 

§j between load and extensiou Tor a necked specimen* 

f Consider the appaaranoe of a typical specimen aa ehoan schematically In 

% Fig* 11. Beoause the oroea-aeotlonal areas A- and lg «SBy JE*P*>« the nook are 

x $0 to 100 tinea that of A,,, the area of tha nock, it nay be assumed that tba 

| entir* extension of the specimen occurs at the nocked portion in tha length 

marked L^.. A fair approximation to tba manner in which tba radius of oroes- 

seotlcn at the nook variee along the speoimeu axis la a hyperbola* Fig* 12 

shows the range or shapes encountered in these experiments. For eaeh 

1 

I 
I 
V. 

f 
•v 

[l 
I 

infinitesimal length of specimen d* the eireee xr^T"   **** ease* • iwCw |> ini xra^ecim&x isngtn ox spetEuesa u& <*nm §WM» Tt^f 

order infinitesimal increase in length d2x.   For a parabolio atraaa-atraln 
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The total change In length <& will be the mm of all the second order infinite 

Fx ( <**   — 

where x i» one-half LQ» MM necked length. Fig, 15 is a plot of dl for 

various values of b. for b=o, the i>jg*gtola, degenerates into a straight 

line and the spec loon beooseS a cylinder. It in apparent thf>t If baa, the 

half length of the speolasn x, need bo only 2a In order that the total 

extension at a given F be within a fee percent of the total extension of an 

Infinite Idgtb hyperbolic spselasn (st the sags ?)« St Is also eeen hoe 

«uofa less the necked epsolsas with x*2a will dafora than a cylinder of the 

saas length with a cross-sectional area a2 (the ajniaua area of the nook). 

The isportant point is that thasaas functional relationship will be 

obtained, for the load extension curves of a epeoiasn of tmifom cross-sectional 

area (b*e) as for a necked speolasn (bso) except for a different nultlpllca- 

tion constant. This is Illustrated graphically for the oase x»3,  b**/2 in 

Pig, 11). 

The above discussion is not strictly correct because, in reality* the 

lines of principal afcreas in the necked specimen are not parallel to one 

another except at the sddsaa oros8-s«cti«m. An exact traatasnt using lavs 

of elasticity would ba too ounbersoaa and it is felt that toe correction to the 

above formula would be small. At large x» where stress lines deviate aost 

|i        from paraileiioity, tha total extension is very scsli. 

ii  • 
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FIQURES 

Figrre X  Sehssatio Representation cf Apparatus used to MMWI the ^ylelfi• 
of nail specimens. 

Figure 8  Stress-Strain Curves for the aeries of large crystals. All 
specimens were stressed to the mm valuet 580 pel* 

Figure 3  Typical Interferograe froa surface of a large specimen. A 
lightly silvered segment of a sphere is used as the reft 
mirror* 

Figure h Load-Brtensica Curve for Speolson WML   Average diameter at neck 
* £«£3 ssisrsaSk   Cross,sectional arsa at nook * G.l<? =»*• 

"Yield Stress"   »   ^jtg-   -   1600 gms/sm* 

Figure $     toad-Extension Curvs for Specimen M3-S*   Average disaster at laeok 
s   zlli sivFons.   Cross sectional area at neok   *   0*096 ssr 
"Yield Stress"   «   ±22.   -   3300 gm/m*2 

•036 
Figure 6  Load-Extension Curve for Specimen MDMI. Average disaster at nsok 

• 360 microns. Cross sectional area at neok * 0.026 mm* 
"Yield Stress" = n±£j  - U600 go/mm? 

Figure 7 Plot of log "Yield Stress" against log of Cross sectional area. 

Figure 8 Orientation of Specimen*. 

Figure 9 Data obtained by Makin on Cadmium crystals. 

Figaro 10 Appearance of Typical Smell Specimen after Polishing. 

Figure 11 Range of neck shapes approximated by hyperbolas. 

Figure 12 Plot,showing 'now necked specimens having various shapes (See Fig. 11} 
would elongate at a gives load. The UUTTSS show that for the 
hyperbolic shapes there Is a maximum elongation regardless of 
length of the specimen. 

Figure 13 Curves illustrating that the functional relationship between load 
and elongation is not changed (except for a constant factor) when 
a necked specimen is used instead ox a speulowa of uniform cross 
sectional arsa. 
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